ADF’s Creative Healing Parade
Path of Parade
as of October 1, 2020

5:00-5:15pm & 5:30–5:45pm

3329 Rolling Hill Road | Welcome Community BANTABA
Venita Allen, Britany Burch, Ivy Burch, Toni Hall, Sakarah Hall-Edge, Kenzie Presswood and Bashir Shakur

3300 Rolling Hill Road | KT COLLECTIVE
Kristin Taylor Duncan, Jackie Bennett and Darian Moore

2996 Rolling Hill Road | Carol Burgess

2993 Rolling Hill Road | Laci McDonald and Durham Academy Dancers
Megan Corey, Lee Jeffries, Rachel Urato

2992 Rolling Hill Road | Ramya Sundaresan Kapadia

106 Pathwood Lane (backyard) | Gaspard&Dancers
Oakley Gaddy, Sullivan Gaddy, Shana Gordon, Dahlia Louis, Louise Luboyera, Sumi Scoville

200 Pathwood Lane | killianmanning/noforwardingaddress
George Barrett, Christina Conley, Mary Chandler Gwinn

210 Pathwood Lane | Alyssa Noble

210 Pathwood Lane (driveway chalk art) | Chris Cherry

214 Pathwood Lane | Black Box Dance Theatre
Afredo Hurtado, Adelle Johnson, Laura Montgomery, Karen Warr

211 Pathwood Lane | Juliet Irving

205 Pathwood Lane | Tony Johnson

201 Pathwood Lane | Masha Maddux and Diana Hoffmaster

107 Pathwood Lane | Caitlyn Swett

106 Pathwood Lane (front yard) | Nicole Lawson

102 Pathwood Lane | Myra Weise

101 Pathwood Lane | ShaLeigh Dance Works
Jam Niël Delgado Castro, Isabelle Frame, Hannah Nicole Marr, Steven J. Rodriguez Velez
5:15 - 5:30pm & 5:45 - 6:00pm

3329 Rolling Hill Road  |  Welcome Community BANTABA  
Venita Allen, Britany Burch, Ivy Burch, Toni Hall, Sakarah Hall-Edge, Kenzie Presswood and Bashir Shakur

2996 Rolling Hill Road  |  Carol Burgess

2997 Rolling Hill Road  |  Jasmine Powell, Anthony “Ay-Jaye” Nelson, Megan Rindoks

2992 Rolling Hill Road  |  Ramya Sundaresan Kapadia

2991 Rolling Hill Road  |  Laci McDonald and Durham Academy Advanced Dancers  
Katherine Lantzy, Laci McDonald, Rebecca Urato

206 Pathwood Lane  |  Ajani Chinfloo, Asha Chinfloo, Daphne Chinfloo, Toya J. Chinfloo, Lamar Lewis

210 Pathwood Lane (driveway chalk art)  |  Chris Cherry

212 Pathwood Lane  |  The Bipeds  
Stacy Wolfson and Curtis Eller

215 Pathwood Lane  |  Amanda L. Edwards in collaboration with Alyah Baker & Amari Jones

207 Pathwood Lane  |  Renay Aumiller Dances  
Sarah DeSordi, Olivia Haskell, Jenna Kulacz, Olivia Walton

203 Pathwood Lane  |  Big Red Dance Project  
Glenna Batson, Rebecca Bliss, Andrea Didisheim, and Sue Hill

107 Pathwood Lane  |  Caitlyn Swett

105 Pathwood Lane  |  JOYEMOVEMENT  
Dylan Reddish, Milanda McGinnis, Samantha McKinney and Jordan Shadley

104 Pathwood Lane  |  Anna Barker

100 Pathwood Lane  |  Culture Mill  
Paul Molina, Cathy Moore, Carol Vollmer and Michael Rank